Failsafe program escape and EMT: a deleterious partnership.
The epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a latent embryonic process which can be aberrantly reactivated during tumor progression. It is generally viewed as one of the main forces driving metastatic dissemination, by providing cells with invasive and motility capabilities. The aberrant reactivation of embryonic EMT inducers has now been additionally linked to escape from senescence and apoptosis, which suggests a role in tumor initiation. This oncogenic potential relies on the ability of EMT inducers to neutralize both the RB and p53 oncosuppressive pathways. RB and p53 have recently been described as key factors in the maintenance of epithelial morphology, which suggests an unexpected and intimate crosstalk between EMT and the corresponding safety programs. In this review, we attempt to understand how these two cell processes are interlinked and might facilitate cell transformation and tumor initiation.